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Preface

In the 4 years that have elapsed since the previous edition

of this book was published, we have been astonished by

the number of changes made necessary by the introduc-

tion of newer treatments for cancer. Once again we can

say without fear of contradiction that both our under-

standing of the biology, causation and natural history

of many malignant tumours has continued to move

forward. Equally and perhaps even more important, the

outlook at least for some types of cancer has improved,

in a number of cases, quite dramatically. Patients now

have access to a far more integrated and seamless service,

with multidisciplinary teams meeting regularly to discuss

all aspects of patient management, resulting in a more

balanced and expert approach to decision-making. They

are increasingly managed by well-informed specialists

with particular experience and expertise in their field

of practice, and communication between general prac-

titioners, hospital specialist and community services

have continued to improve. Palliative care teams, which

only 10 years ago were unevenly distributed even in

economically developed parts of the world, have now

become more fully accepted and much more widely

available.

New chemotherapeutic agents and targeted therapies

have appeared at a remarkably rapid rate, and in many

cases have become fully established as part of standard

treatment regimens – breast, lymphoma, colorectal

cancer and melanoma are good examples. We noted this

development in the Preface to this book when it last

appeared in 2010, and these innovations have progressed

still further since then. It seems hard to believe that tar-

geted therapies, so widely used today, have been available

for less than 20 years, the first of these, the monoclonal

antibody rituximab, appearing and achieving licence for

use as recently as 1997. As we have previously remarked,

it remains an exciting time to be in cancer medicine,

though it is profoundly important to remember that the

human, pastoral and technical lessons of the past do

not change. We have tried to stress this in the specific

site-related chapters, particularly since increasing levels

of specialization carry the real danger that tomorrow’s

specialists will so to speak ‘know more and more about

less and less’. Broadly speaking, we accept as so many

others do that the benefits of site specialization clearly

outweigh the disadvantages, but nonetheless it is as well

to remember that most patients look to their specialist

oncologist for far more than simply his or her technical

expertise.

As we pointed out in the Preface to previous editions,

a textbook limited to this size and designed to be widely

comprehensible demands that only essential informa-

tion can be presented. We have had to synthesize and

abbreviate a variety of expert opinions and summarize

interesting or unresolved controversies, which, in a larger

text, would have been the subject of more detailed dis-

cussion. Nonetheless, we hope the result is an accessible

text that avoids being too didactic in tone or synoptic in

style. The aim of the book has not altered: it is to provide

an introductory text for medical staff, nurses and other

allied professionals, students and scientists interested in

and challenged by the problems of cancer care.

Initially, we wrote this book because we were aware that

many busy physicians, surgeons and gynaecologists, who

are not themselves cancer specialists, may find it difficult

to keep abreast in areas that are nonetheless of crucial

importance in their professional lives. General surgeons,

for example, spend a substantial portion of their time

dealing with gastrointestinal and abdominal tumours,

yet have little working knowledge of the non-surgical

treatment of these conditions. Similarly, gynaecological

surgeons need to know – in a fair degree of detail – about

what the radiotherapist and medical oncologist can offer.

In many medical schools, the students’ knowledge of

the management of malignant disease is acquired from

specialists whose main interest may not be related to

cancer. Medical students should know more about the

disease that, in many countries, is now both the largest

cause of mortality and being regularly recognized by the

public at large as the most feared of all diseases. Needless

to say, we hope that postgraduate trainees in medicine,
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surgery and gynaecology will find the book of value, and

that it will also be of help to those beginning a career in

radiotherapy or medical oncology. Finally, we would like

to think that general practitioners, all of whom look after

cancer patients and who have such an important role in

diagnosis, management and terminal care, will find this

book helpful. If specialists in cancermedicine feel that it is

a useful digest of current thought in cancer management,

so much the better. However, this book is not intended

primarily for them. There are several very large texts that

give specialist advice. Although some of these details

necessarily appear in our book, we do not regard it as

a handbook of chemotherapy or radiotherapy. To some

extent it is a personal view of cancer and its management

today and, as such, it will differ in some details from the

attitudes and approaches of our colleagues.

We have attempted to give a thorough working knowl-

edge of the principles of diagnosis, staging and treatment

of tumours and to do so at a level that brings the reader

up to date. We have tried to indicate where the subject

is growing, where controversies lie and from which

direction future advances might come. In the first nine

chapters, we have attempted to outline the essential

mechanisms of tumour development, cancer treatment

and supportive care. In the remaining chapters, we have

given an account of the principles of management of the

major cancers. For each tumour, we have provided details

of the pathology, mode of spread, clinical presentation,

staging and treatment with radiotherapy and chemother-

apy. The role of surgery is of course outlined, but details

of surgical procedure are beyond the scope of this book.

Once again, the references that we have included in the

text or for further reading have been chosen because

they are either clear and authoritative reviews, historical

landmarks or perhaps, most excitingly, represent the

cutting edge of recent research.

Finally, a brief word about prevalence and mortality

trends. In England alone, it is estimated that around 1.8

million people are currently living with and beyond a

diagnosis of cancer, a figure that is increasing by over 3%

annually giving a projected total figure of over 3 million

by 2030. Despite the continuing fall in mortality from

heart attacks and stroke, which has resulted in cancer

now being the largest cause of death in the twenty-first

century, we can be sure that cancer deaths have certainly

fallen over this same period. Recent figures from Cancer

Research, UK, show that cancer deaths in middle-aged

people have fallen in recent years to a record low – a

remarkable reduction of 40% from 1971, when over

21,300 people aged between 50 and 59 years died, com-

pared with under 14,000 people in the latest survey. The

improvement in children’s cancers has continued as well,

with overall 5-year survival improving from 67% in 1990

to 81% last year.

However, we now need to redouble our efforts in

diseases such as lung cancer, which have stubbornly

remained resistant to major improvements in mortality,

a particularly tragic example of course, since this disease

could very largely be prevented by a further fall in the

number of smokers. In 2012, lung cancer alone was

responsible for over 30,000 deaths (England and Wales)

compared, for example, with ischaemic heart disease just

over 40,000, breast cancer around 10,500 and prostate

cancer approximately 9,500. In many parts of the devel-

oping world, with increasing rates of smoking fuelled by

increasing affluence and the cynical efforts of tobacco

manufacturers and companies, the problem becomes

still more acute and death rates will inevitably rise still

further. In more affluent parts of the world, obesity is

becoming not only an increasingly important cause of

ill-health from non-malignant condition that is also now

well recognized as a causative factor for cancer. A recent

UK-based survey showed that each year some 12,000

of the commonest cancer can be attributed to obesity

and that if average BMI in the population continues to

increase, there could be over 3500 extra cancers every

year as a result.

Although acknowledging the enormous advances made

in cancer treatment over the past 25 years, wemust recog-

nize that there is no room for complacency – we still have

a very long way to go. Making the best of today’s treat-

ments available to all patients, by improving the quality of

care across the board to the high standards set by centres

of excellence, would at least be a pretty good start.

Jeffrey Tobias and Daniel Hochhauser

London 2014
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1 The modern management
of cancer: an introductory
note

Cancer is a vast medical problem. It is now the major

cause of mortality, both in the UK and elsewhere in the

Western world [1] (Figure 1.1), diagnosed each year in

one in every 250 men and one in every 300 women.

The incidence rises steeply with age so that, over the

age of 60, three in every 100 men develop the disease

each year (Figure 1.2a). It is a costly disease to diagnose

and investigate, and treatment is time-consuming,

labour-intensive and usually requires hospital care. In the

Western world the commonest cancers are of the lung,

breast, skin, gut and prostate gland [2,3] (Figures 1.2b

and 1.3). The lifetime risk of developing a cancer is likely

to alter sharply over the next decade because the number

of cancer cases has risen by nearly one-third over the past

30 years. An ageing population, successes from screening

and earlier diagnosis have all contributed to the rise.

Present estimates suggest that the number of cases is still

rising at a rate of almost 1.5% per annum.The percentage

of the population over the age of 65 will grow from 16%

in 2004 to 23% by 2030, further increasing the overall

incidence [4].

For many years the main methods of treating cancer

were surgery and radiotherapy. Control of the pri-

mary tumour is indeed a concern, since this is usually

responsible for the patient’s symptoms. There may be

unpleasant symptoms due to local spread, and failure

to control the disease locally leads to certain death. For

many tumours, breast cancer, for example, the energies

of those treating the disease have been directed towards

Cancer and its Management, Seventh Edition. Jeffrey Tobias and Daniel Hochhauser.
© 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Published 2015 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

defining the optimum methods of eradication of the

primary tumour. It is perhaps not surprising that these

efforts, while improving management, have not greatly

improved the prognosis because the most important

cause of mortality is metastatic spread. Although prompt

and effective treatment of the primary cancer diminishes

the likelihood of recurrence, metastases have often devel-

oped before diagnosis and treatment have begun. The

prognosis is not then altered by treatment of the primary

cancer, even though the presenting symptoms may be

alleviated. Progress in treatment has been slow but steady.

Worldwide, between 1990 and 2001, the mortality rates

from all cancers fell by 17% in patients aged 30–69

years, but rose by 0.4% in those aged 70 years or older

[1,5]. This may sound impressive at first reading, but the

fall was lower than the decline in mortality rates from

cardiovascular disease, which decreased by 9% in the

30–69 year age group (men) and by 14% in the 70 year

(or older) age group. In the UK there has been a steady

fall in mortality from cancer of about 1% a year since

the 1990s (Figure 1.4), but with a widening gap in the

differing socioeconomic groups. As the authors forcefully

state [2]: ‘Increases in cancer survival in England and

Wales during the 1990s are shown to be significantly

associated with a widening deprivation gap in survival’.

In the USA, the number of cancer deaths has now fallen

over the past 5 years, chiefly due to a decline in deaths

from colorectal cancer, itself thought to be largely due to

an increase in screening programmes. Interestingly, the

1
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Figure 1.1 Percentage of all deaths due to cancer in the different regions of the world. Available at http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/

cancerstats/geographic/world/mortality/?a=5441, accessed 10 September 2008. (© Cancer Research UK).

fall in mortality has also been paralleled by a reduction

in incidence rates in the USA – for men since 1990 and

for women since 1991 [6]. Nonetheless, cancer continues

as the leading cause of death in the USA, under the age of

85 years [3].

Every medical speciality has its own types of cancer

which are the concern of the specialist in that area.

Cancer is a diagnosis to which all clinicians are alerted

whatever their field and, because malignant disease is

common, specialists acquire great expertise in diagnosis,

often with the aid of techniques such as bronchoscopy

and other forms of endoscopy. Conversely, the man-

agement of cancer once the diagnosis has been made,

especially the non-surgical management, is not part

of the training or interest of many specialists. This has

meant that radiotherapists (‘clinical oncologists’) and

medical oncologists are often asked to see patients who

have had a laparotomy at which a tumour such as an

ovarian cancer or a lymphoma has been found, but

the abdomen then closed without the surgeon having

made an attempt to stage the disease properly or, where

appropriate, to remove the main mass of tumour. This

poses considerable problems for the further management

of the patient. More generally, lack of familiarity with the

principles of cancer management, and of what treatment

can achieve, may lead to inappropriate advice about

outcome and a low level of recruitment into clinical

trials. An understanding of the principles of investigation

and treatment of cancer has become essential for every

physician and surgeon if the best results for their patients

are to be achieved.

During the latter part of the last century, advances in the

chemotherapy and radiotherapy of uncommon tumours

such as Hodgkin’s disease and germ-cell tumours of

the testis, together with the increasing complexity of

treatment decisions in more common tumours, led to

a greater awareness of the importance of a planned

approach to clinical management. This applies not only

for the problems in individual patients, but also in the

planning of clinical trials. For each type of cancer, an

understanding of which patients can be helped, or even

cured, can come only by close attention to the details

of disease stage and pathology. Patients in whom these

details are unknown are at risk from inappropriate

over-treatment or from inadequate treatment, result-

ing in the chance of cure being missed. Even though

chemotherapy has not on the whole been of outstanding

benefit to patients with diseases such as squamous lung

cancer or adenocarcinoma of the pancreas, it is clearly

essential that clinicians with a specialized knowledge of

the risks and possible benefits of chemotherapy in these

and other diseases are part of the staff of every oncology

department. Knowing when not to treat is as important

as knowing when to do so.

http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/geographic/world/mortality/?a=5441
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Figure 1.2 (a) Age-specific cancer incidence in England

and Wales. (b) The 20 most commonly diagnosed cancers

(excluding non-melanoma skin cancer) in the UK, 2005.

NHL, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. Available at http://info.

cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/incidence/commoncancers/,

accessed 10 September 2008. (© Cancer Research UK).

For many cancers, improvements in chemotherapy

have greatly increased the complexity of management.

Cancer specialists have a particular responsibility to

validate the treatments they give, since the toxicity and

dangers of many treatment regimens mean that the

clinical indications have to be established precisely. In a
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Figure 1.3 (a) The 10 most common cancers in males (exclud-

ing non-melanoma skin cancer) in the UK, 2005. Available at

http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/incidence/males/,

accessed 10 September 2008. (b) The 10 most common cancers

in females (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer) in the UK,

2005. Available at http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/

incidence/females/?a=5441, accessed 10 September 2008. NHL,

non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. (© Cancer Research UK).

few cases an imaginative step forward has dramatically

improved results and the need for controlled comparison

with previous treatment is scarcely necessary. Examples

are the early studies leading to the introduction of com-

bination chemotherapy in the management of advanced

Hodgkin’s disease, and the prevention of central nervous

system relapse of leukaemia by prophylactic treatment.

However, such clear-cut advances are seldom made (see,

http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/incidence/commoncancers/
http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/incidence/males
http://info.cancerresearchuk.org/cancerstats/incidence/females/?a=5441
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Figure 1.4 Cancer survival rates improved between 1999

and 2004. Available at http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/nugget

.asp?id=861. (Reproduced under the terms of the Click-Use

Licence).

Table 1.1 The 5-year relative survival percentage for adults

diagnosed with major cancers during 1998–2001 and

1999–2003, England.

Cancer

1998–2001

survival (%)

1999–2003

survival (%)

Breast Women 79.9 81.0

Colon Men 49.4 49.6

Women 50.2 50.8

Lung Men 6.3 6.5

Women 7.5 7.6∗

Prostate Men 70.8 74.4

∗It was not possible to produce an age-standardized 5-year

survival figure for lung cancer in women; therefore, this

figure refers to the unstandardized estimate.

Source: Cancer survival increases in England. Available at

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/pdfdir/

can0807.pdf. (Reproduced under the terms of the Click-Use

Licence.)

e.g. Table 1.1, which outlines the modest improvement

in survival for four major types of cancer between 1998

and 2003 in England). For the most part, improvements

in treatment are made slowly in a piecemeal fashion

and prospective trials of treatment must be undertaken

in order to validate each step in management. Modest

advances are numerically nonetheless important for

such common diseases. Only large-scale trials can detect

these small differences reliably. Collaboration on a

national and international scale has become increasingly

important, and the results of these studies have had a

major impact on management, for example, in operable

breast cancer. There is always a tendency in dealing

with cancer to want to believe good news and for early,

uncontrolled, but promising results to be seized upon and

over-interpreted. Although understandable, uncritical

enthusiasm for a particular form of treatment is greatly to

be deplored, since it leads to a clamour for the treatment

and the establishment of patterns of treatment that are

improperly validated. There have been many instances

where treatments have been used before their place

has been clearly established: adjuvant chemotherapy in

non-small-cell lung cancer, limb perfusion in sarcomas

and melanoma, radical surgical techniques for gastric

cancer and adjuvant chemotherapy for bladder cancer are

examples. The toxicity of cancer treatments is consider-

able and can be justified only if it is unequivocally shown

that the end-results are worthwhile either by increasing

survival or by improving the quality of life.

The increasing complexity of management has brought

with it a recognition that in most areas it has become

necessary to establish an effective working collaboration

between specialists. Joint planning of management in

specialized clinics is now widely practised for diseases

such as lymphomas and head and neck and gynaeco-

logical cancer. Surgeons and gynaecologists are now

being trained to specialize in the oncological aspects of

their speciality. In this way patients can benefit from a

coordinated and planned approach to their individual

problems.

Before a patient can be treated, it must be established

that he or she has cancer, the tumour pathology must

be defined, and the extent of local and systemic disease

determined. For each of these goals to be attained, the

oncologist must rely on colleagues in departments of

histopathology, diagnostic imaging, haematology and

chemical pathology. Patients in whom the diagnosis

of cancer has not been definitely made pathologically

but is based on a very strong clinical suspicion with

suggestive pathological evidence, or where a pathological

diagnosis of cancer has been made which, on review,

proves to be incorrect, are often referred to oncologists. It

is essential for the oncologist to be in close contact with

histopathologists and cytologists so that diagnoses can be

reviewed regularly. Many departments of oncology have

regular pathology review meetings so that the clinician

can learn of the difficulties which pathologists have with

diagnosis and vice versa. Similarly, modern imaging

techniques have led to a previously unattainable accuracy

in preoperative and postoperative staging, althoughmany

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/nugget.asp?id=861
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/pdfdircan0807.pdf
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of these techniques are only as reliable as the individuals

using them (e.g. abdominal or pelvic ultrasound). The

cancer specialist must be fully conversant with the uses

and limitations of imaging methods. The techniques

are expensive and the results must be interpreted in

the light of other clinical information. The practice of

holding regular meetings to review cases with specialists

from the imaging departments has much to commend

it. Modern cancer treatment often carries a substantial

risk of toxicity. Complex and difficult treatments are best

managed in a specialized unit with skilled personnel. The

centralization of high-dependency care allows staff to

become particularly aware of the physical and emotional

problems of patients undergoing treatments of this kind.

Additionally, colleagues from other departments such as

haematology, biochemistry and bacteriology can more

easily help in the investigation and management of some

of the very difficult problems which occur, for example,

in the immunosuppressed patient.

The increasingly intensive investigative and treatment

policies which have been adopted in the last 25 years

impose on clinicians the additional responsibility of hav-

ing to stand back from the treatment of their patients and

decide on the aim of treatment at each stage. Radical and

aggressive therapymay be essential if the patient is to have

a reasonable chance of being cured. However, palliative

treatment will be used if the situation is clearly beyond

any prospect of cure. It is often difficult to decide when

the intention of treatment should move from the radical

to the palliative, with avoidance of toxicity as a major

priority. For example, while many patients with advanced

lymphomas will be cured by intensive combination

chemotherapy, there is no prospect of cure in advanced

breast cancer by these means, and chemotherapy must in

this case be regarded as palliative therapy. In this situation

it makes little sense to press treatment to the point of

serious toxicity. The judgement of what is tolerable and

acceptable is a major task in cancer management. Such

judgements can come only from considerable experience

of the treatments in question, of the natural history of

individual tumours and an understanding of the patient’s

needs and wishes.

Modern cancer management often involves highly

technological and intensive medical care. It is expensive,

time-consuming and sometimes dangerous. Patients

should seldom be in ignorance of what is wrong with

them or what the treatment involves. The increasingly

technical nature of cancer management and the change

in public and professional attitudes towards malignant

disease have altered the way in which doctors who are

experienced in cancer treatment approach their patients.

There has been a decisive swing towards honest and

careful discussion with patients about the disease and

its treatment. This does not mean that a bald statement

should be made to the patient about the diagnosis and

its outcome, since doctors must sustain the patient with

hope and encouragement through what is obviously a

frightening and depressing period. Still less does it imply

that the decisions about treatment are in some way left

to the patient after the alternatives have been presented?

Skilled and experienced oncologists advise and guide

patients in their understanding of the disease and the

necessary treatment decisions. One of the most difficult

and rewarding aspects of the management of malignant

disease lies in the judgement of how much information

to give each particular patient, at what speed, and how

to incorporate the patient’s own wishes into a rational

treatment plan.

The emotional impact of the diagnosis and treatment

can be considerable for both patients and relatives. Above

everything else, treating patients with cancer involves an

awareness of how patients think and feel. All members

of the medical team caring for cancer patients must be

prepared to devote time to talking to patients and their

families, to answer questions and explain what is hap-

pening and what can be achieved. Because many patients

will die from their disease, they must learn to cope with

the emotional and physical needs of dying patients and

the effects of anxiety, grief and bereavement on their

families. In modern cancer units management is by a

team of healthcare professionals, each of whom has their

own contribution to make. They must work together,

participating in management as colleagues commanding

mutual respect. The care and support of patients with

advanced malignant disease and the control of symptoms

such as pain and nausea have greatly improved in the

last 10 years. This aspect of cancer management has been

improved by the collaboration of many medical workers.

Nurses who specialize in the control of symptoms of

malignancy are now attached to most cancer units, and

social workers skilled in dealing with the problems of

malignant disease and bereavement are an essential part

of the team. The development of hospices has led to a

much greater appreciation of the way in which symptoms

might be controlled and to a considerable improvement

in the standard of care of the dying in general hospitals.

Many cancer departments now have a symptom support

team based in the hospital but who are able to undertake

the care of patients in their own homes, giving advice




